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It’s about planning, not plans
Dwight D. Eisenhower was the 34th

president of the United States and the commander of the Allied forces during their
sweep through Western Europe to victory in
the latter stages of the Second World War.
He once said: “In preparing for battle, I have
always found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable.”
Prussian Army strategist Helmuth Von
Moltke years earlier had noted that plans
rarely survive first contact with the enemy.
So what the late president, and others, were
at pains to point out was that things in particular are not going to unfold the way you
expect in a real-word environment characterized by threats and pressures.
But just because things in particular rarely
go according to plan in a hostile — read
competitive in this instance — marketplace, things in general always benefit from
the planning process. The process itself is
the appropriate, and only, bulwark against
opposing initiatives, or even chaos. Preparation is not undermined by unpredictable
situations. Preparation is all there is, beyond
luck, in the face of them.
The question then is how best to implement the planning process so as to effectively counter the inevitable unpleasant
surprises that will arise. Choices have to be
made with a view to securing the strategic
aims regardless of tactical reversals.
That is succession planning in a nutshell:
Making choices in a hostile marketplace
with a view to securing long-term gain despite substantial threats and challenges
along the way.
Easier said than done.
Competition is a zero sum game. Your net
loss is somebody else’s net gain. Your planning and choices are your only real game
6
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changers. The other side could of course say
exactly the same thing.
People who have to face a lot of choices
in their work will tell you that given a modicum of executive talent, making any call is
better than making no call at all. In other
words, the most dangerous decision is not
making one.
This too tends to validate the planning
process despite its inherent risks in a volatile,
even unpredictable environment. To abstain
from action is to abandon participation in
and adherence to any course dictated by the
planning process.
This issue lays out some of the choices an
informed participant in the succession planning process confronts. What should the
scope of priorities be for an incoming CEO?
How should existing employees be treated
under a new corporate regime? What should
be done if the wrong CEO has been chosen?
In advance of a business sale, should one
drop problem clients or keep them? How
can underperforming senior employees be
handled effectively? What do you do with
people who have been passed over for promotion? What hard choices should be made
when friends decide to go into business together?
Obviously there are no ready answers.
The potential outcomes are incalculable.
But we can plan based on goals we believe
in. That, blended with the fortitude to make
choices when needed, and adapt as required,
has proven to be a formidable strategic approach in the past. And nothing we have
come up with yet has been as predictive of
the future as the past.
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The priority
of priorities
Managing any changeover starts
with the transition at the top
BY CHRISTOPHER GULY
One of the greatest challenges awaiting the new boss of an organization is establishing priorities. How many goals should be realistically set, and within what timeline? Who in the organization
can be counted on to execute the objectives? What’s needed to
gain and maintain confidence among employees during the early
transition period when a new leader has arrived on the scene?
All of these points are important considerations, but before the
planning exercise commences, the freshly minted CEO must first
understand the corporate culture, says Larry Klar, a partner with
Toronto-based private equity investment firm Argosy Partners and
its affiliate, The Succession Fund, which assists small to mediumsized family businesses resolve ownership transition issues.
“Beyond taking an analytical approach on how to grow the business and make it more profitable, you have to consider the foundation on which the business was built and the issues that have entrenched the organization’s name and capabilities in its customer
base,” says Klar.
Setting priorities begins during the transition at the top, when
the company’s leadership may shift from a largely informal owneroperator business to one with a more professional management
team in place, a process The Succession Fund facilitates. As an equity partner, it typically acquires 50 per cent of an owner-operator
business (usually running revenues between $20 million and $40
million) from selling shareholders that gives the fund a position
on the company’s board of directors to assist with such matters
as management succession. As part of its role, it recruits industry
experts to sit on the board and augment the organization’s management team.
Klar, a chartered business valuator, says that when a new president arrives at a company with which The Succession Fund is involved, biweekly meetings are held with a couple of directors, the
founder owner-operator and the new senior executive over the
first few months, to facilitate a smooth transition.
“Issues discussed include how roles and responsibilities will
be transferred to the new president and how this person will be
introduced to existing customers,” he says. “But there’s no such
thing as getting too deep into the weeds. If the transition is going
to work, the new senior executive, the board members and the
ALL images BY istockphoto.com
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owner-operator, who might have run the business for decades,
have to collaborate and be willing to make it work. Personality differences and different views on running the business all
warrant listening to.”
If a formal board of directors isn’t in place, Klar recommends
that an owner-operator have an advisory group that could
consist of his or her accountant, lawyer, business or financial
advisor, and/or banker along with a few family members to deal
with a succession-transition strategy.
Inevitably, the new leader will have to confront the
founder’s legacy.
“Personal goodwill is not transferable and does not have a
value attached to it, which is a major issue when the owner-operator might have established close personal ties with
customers and employees,” Klar says. “The driver of business
growth is retention of customers and employee loyalty is to an
individual, not a corporation, and that’s something the incoming company president needs to think about.”
One possibility, he notes, is to have the owner-operator continue to play a role within the organization, perhaps serving as
chairman of the board or to nurture relationships with the company’s biggest customers, while the new leader works on mapping
out operational, financial and administrative tasks to maintain or
ideally enhance the organization’s value. The corporate directors,
who should have some industry expertise among them, could alternatively obtain guidance from the company founder on past
successes and failures, and provide this institutional memory to
the new president for strategic planning purposes.

Klar explains that at one of The Succession Fund’s portfolio
companies, an industry expert was brought on board to serve
as president while the founder continued to play an active role
in new product development and overseeing the relationship
with customers.
“We have a sophisticated new president who knows he
has to walk a delicate tightrope of empathy and respect for
the previous owner-operator, but who takes his marching
orders from the board of directors in terms of the company’s opportunities and strategic direction and such details
as where to allocate capital and resources. We expect the
president to be an active part of that deliberation and to
then execute the plan.”
He says that a new leader should not “drive a steamroller”
through the organization at the outset and opt instead for the
“velvet-glove” approach, relying on his or her management experience to review the company’s history and make decisions
such as whether a product line needs to be tweaked to make it
more profitable or whether the organization needs to change
the way it does business in the future.
Most businesses balk at the thought of change, though, and
prefer to keep the status quo, refusing to tackle such sensitive
issues as succession strategies, says Klar.
“When we make an investment in a company, we ask who
is going to take over running the business,” he says. “If someone says, ‘My son will play this role,’ it almost always means
the owner-operator might do nothing and won’t address the
issues that are paramount. They won’t recruit a new board of
directors and will maintain a relationship with legacy shareholders without
buying them out. And you often hear,
‘Why do I need someone looking over
my shoulder? I’ve been running this
business alone for 30 years and don’t
need that oversight.’”
Klar says that in those instances,
owner-operators miss the point about
having a professional investor becoming involved in their business.
“It’s not about second-guessing
anyone. It is about helping them
evaluate their options. It’s about the
allocation of capital and senior executives who should play a role in
their growth, and ultimately finding
someone to serve as CEO to guide
that growth into the future.”
However, he points out that it’s also
not about change for the sake of it.
“One of the reasons for these changes is to ensure that more rigorous
thought is given to strategic planning
and getting the most out of the organi-

ALL images BY istockphoto.com

“

zation, and to continue to focus on
CEOs from within the family.
One of the reasons for these
growth and value creation.”
“The next generation learn
Of course, in some family-run
how
to set priorities, how to
changes is to ensure that more
businesses, leadership succession
manage an organization and its
rigorous thought is given to
has been based on a form of inherpeople, how to execute business
itance, where children follow in
strategic planning and getting the strategies and plans,” explains
the footsteps of parents. But that
Zimmel, a chartered accountant
most out of the organization, and by training.
is changing, according to Dave
Zimmel, a partner with private
He says it could mean that a
to continue to focus on growth
enterprise services firm MNP LLP.
new general manager or CEO
and value creation.
For example, Winnipeg-based
spends the first six months
James Richardson & Sons Ltd.,
working closely with the coma family-owned and operated
pany’s comptroller along with
Larry Klar
corporation established in 1857
the human resources and opThe Succession Fund
and involved in the international
erations managers to create a
grain trade and agri-food business,
business plan and strategy for
energy, real estate, and financial services and investments, has the organization.
always had a family member hold a senior leadership position.
Zimmel notes that family-run businesses are increasingly esBut it’s not an automatic right of succession.
tablishing advisory councils to help build expertise in the next
“Family members who want to work for the family business
generation of leaders, a trend also in play with Alberta’s new
have to be at least 30 years of age and have to apply to a famNDP government.
ily council, which looks at skill sets, experience and edu“As I understand it, Premier Rachel Notley has
cation,” says Calgary-based Zimmel, who also serves as
brought in external expertise to help her new cabinet
vice-president of private enterprise at MNP.
ministers, who have never served in government,
“Other family-run businesses are helping to
better understand the work involved in their
build leadership qualities through training and
portfolios,” Zimmel says.
on-the-job experience for family members
For new leaders setting priorities, he
who can learn as they go and one day
offers this advice:
n If the goal is to increase sales,
could lead the organization. While
others are saying, ‘Go out, be inefand reduce costs by the same
ficient and lose someone else’s
percentage, it will require
money and come back into
at least a year-long comthe business once you get
mitment; “if you let
all the edges out.’
up at any point,
“It all comes down
things can get
to that kids need an
derailed.”
n A solid manopportunity to get
out, find themselves
agement team
and if they decide
and an advito enter the family
sory board that
business, they have
work together
first acquired the
can significantright training and
ly reduce and
experience to give
mitigate
risk,
them the business
and help a CEO
skills they need.”
realize the organization’s busiHe notes that an organization’s corness plan and strategy.
n Schedule priorities into your
porate patriarch or matriarch isn’t the
work week and “stick to them,”
best person to mentor next-generation
says Zimmel. “This includes manleaders. Family-run companies are inagement meetings, status reports,
creasingly relying on in-house senior
and creating organizational acmanagers or are going out and recruitcountability and follow-up.”
ing third-party advisors to train future

“
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HR management is a key
consideration in a successful
leadership change
BY JEFF BUCKSTEIN

In a world of flux, leadership transitions are a common occurrence and a vital form of
business renewal. But such change can reverberate negatively throughout an organization if
the accompanying human dynamics are overlooked, or handled improperly — and a small or
medium-sized business without a human resources department or expert on hand may be at
increased risk of having something go awry.
A business enhances its chances of a successful leadership transition if it can retain the
employees who are among its most valuable assets — and that’s especially important today,
when so many enterprises are services or knowledge-based, and therefore heavily dependent
on the contribution and commitment of employees
“You want to make sure that the change in leadership, and potentially change in company
culture, doesn’t result in unwanted turnover, particularly from key staff,” says Susan Hodkinson, chief operating officer of Toronto accounting firm Crowe Soberman. “So you want to
make sure that the communication is such that your key staff feel as comfortable as they can
with the sense of change.”

12
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However, a lot more is at stake than just the psychological
wellbeing of employees. Any leadership change has potentially
significant legal and financial implications.
Employment law changes frequently, and the most important
thing that small and medium-sized businesses can do to limit
legal costs and exposure to employment claims is to implement
valid and binding employment contracts, says Cindy Farrell, a
partner in the law firm Farrell & Boyle in Toronto.
If the leadership transition is occurring as the result of a merger or acquisition of a business, it’s important for the leadership
in the acquiring or merging company to cover off their legal obligations to new staff, as well as to those whose
employment is being terminated.
“If you’ve got the CFO and
the CEO negotiating a sale or
a purchase of a business and
they don’t consult with their
HR people or employment
lawyers, they may run into
some unpleasant surprises,” says
Barry Goldman, a Toronto-based
partner with the law firm Shibley Righton.
“I’ve seen this with small companies, and I’ve seen this
with huge companies.”
Just as due diligence on inventory and equipment is done in a
merger or acquisition of a business to determine critical details
about items such as leases, insurance coverage, and other contractual commitments, so too must a thorough review of human
resources be conducted. Such HR due diligence is necessary to
understand, for example, the number of employees and their
role and individual performance, how much they are earning,
and whether they have written employment contracts.
“If that is not done prior to an agreement being completed,
then you’re just asking for trouble,” says Goldman. “Some companies have very generous compensation plans. Some companies have profit-sharing or share ownership, very generous variable compensation schemes, and the acquiring company may
just not be set up for that.”
A change in ownership via the sale, acquisition or merger of
a business can result in redundant staff
with significant legal ramifications
necessitating, for example, a fair determination of how much is owed to
employees upon termination. When
two companies come together retaining all staff with no dismissals is
the ideal. But even then, companies
have to be vigilant about what actually transpires, to try and ensure a
harmonious transition.
“I’ve seen a number of situations where companies have been
bought out or taken over, and everything’s changed, where they
have in some cases constructively
dismissed employees by essentially giving them reduced
responsibilities and re-

duced reporting, and make life so uncomfortable that the employees say they’re leaving,” says Goldman.
If, for example, someone has 200 people reporting to them
prior to a merger and that authority is taken away under the new
leadership, it could be the basis for legal action.
“It’s not enough just to keep the title, keep the salary. Everything has to remain substantially the same. Otherwise, constructive dismissal could potentially be in play,” Goldman says.
Another example of potential constructive dismissal would be
an employee with a base salary of $200,000 and on target to
achieve variable compensation of another $200,000. If the acquiring company changes that to a base salary of $300,000 and
a bonus of $100,000, and the new bonus level targets are difficult if not impossible to achieve, that could be tantamount to a
constructive dismissal because the compensation has effectively
been reduced by 25 per cent, explains Goldman.
“In a good and effective and well-managed organization, they
don’t want to have that happen. They want to make sure there
are no loose ends,” he adds.
The new employer would also need to meet the basic notice
requirements of a provincial Employment Standards Act if they
are incorporated provincially, or if it is a federal enterprise,
their obligations under the Canadian Industrial Relations Act and
Regulations. They would also need to consider the degree to
which common law principles apply to notice and severance,
says Scher.
Other potential issues surround items like bonus plans, stock
options, and pensions, which employees may no longer be eligible
to receive should they leave the company. This could also affect
the contractual obligations in addition to notice and severance
that the incoming leadership has to provide, Scher explains.
But it isn’t just a leadership change via a merger or acquisition
that can make for major ripples throughout an organization. Much
thought has to go into executing a planned succession.
“You can have a new
CEO, for example,
brought in, and
that CEO may
want to pick their
own management
team,
including
possibly alternative
vice -presidents,
chief financial officers and other senior
level managers that
form part of the core
executive management team,” says
Scher, citing personality differences,
performance considerations, a change in direction and strategic
planning considerations as possible reasons behind further personnel changes.
“I think there the key issue is for the
new management to be clear in its diSUCCESSION PLANNING |
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rection, to be clear in its philosophy, to be clear in its intention
to work with others. And if it’s not willing to work with certain
others, to be clear about how it’s going to be addressing those situations, whether it’s through proper termination packages or alternative roles or things like that,” Scher adds.
Simply promoting from within does not necessarily minimize
the impact of change. Such moves could spur resignations if
members of a peer group are uncomfortable or even resentful of
reporting to a former colleague.
“We sometimes will see with leadership change key employees who aren’t happy could decide that they want to make a
move to another organization. The new leader is going to be
concerned about where they’re moving to. Are they moving to
a competitor? Are they starting a competitive business? Do they
have some obligations not to solicit clients and other employees
of the organization?” Farrell says, noting that legal advice should
be sought in that area as well.
Determining what to say to employees about a pending or recently executed change is not normally easy given the degree of
uncertainty that typically accompanies major moves at the top.
“You want to be able to provide them with as much information as you can without making promises that you can’t necessarily
keep. You don’t have a crystal ball, and you don’t know exactly
what the reconstituted or the changed organization is going to
look like,” Hodkinson says.
One mistake leaders tend to make if there aren’t human resources professionals around to advise them is to say something
intended to make employees comfortable in the short term. But
false hope can cause much greater damage over the long term.
For example, says Hodkinson, it isn’t realistic to promise people that nothing will change or nobody will lose their job. Far
preferable when announcing a new leader is to say that this was
deemed to be the right move for the company, and to be honest
14
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about change being likely while
expressing hope of a positive
outcome and letting employees
know they will be kept appraised
to the extent possible as developments occur. The value of employees’ past contributions should
be reiterated, she advises.
Terminations should be handled quickly, reasonably and
fairly, in a manner that
will allow the company
to move forward and be
focused on its future rather
than its past, adds Farrell.
“You don’t want the employees you
want sticking around to be focusing on fear,” she says.
Silence can also be toxic.
“Make sure that you don’t have a lot of closed-door meetings
and not communicate to people. Because in the absence of giving people information people will make up their own information — and own information is often wrong,” says Hodkinson.
Co-operation between dedicated HR people and the executive suite, managers and their respective staff members provides
an organization with its best prospects for as smooth and orderly
a transition as possible.
“There is nothing more challenging than trying to affect
change with a bunch of people who are either actively resisting
it, or sort of passively resisting it. If you have an entire group of
people who are all working together to see the positive benefits
of change, and to focus on the end goal of what’s happening in
the business, things are just going to happen a lot more smoothly,” stresses Hodkinson.
ALL images BY istockphoto.com

From hire to fire
What to do when the new CEO turns out to be a disaster
BY GEOFF KIRBYSON
If you think it’s expensive to hire a good CEO, consider the costs
of hiring a bad one.
You could be stuck with a company dogged by poor morale,
good people could leave for competitors, your financial performance might fall down an elevator shaft and if you’re a public
company, your share price will follow suit.
In such a scenario, after your selection committee worked hard
to find the CEO, there comes a time when the non-stop negative
vibrations have to cease and the leader needs to be cut loose.
But how long do you wait? Three months? Six months? A year?
The longer you delay, the more your business will stall, says David Steinberg, Toronto-based national co-leader of EY’s private
mid-market practice.
“It puts you in a holding pattern,” he says. “Too many bad things

happen when it’s the wrong person and people lose respect for
that person. The CEO could have alienated suppliers and that’s
something you need to fix. If you don’t, you might lose the supply
chain person. (A bad CEO) can be so poisonous.”
Chances are, too, that once an owner or senior management
realizes that the CEO is a bad fit, the people on the front lines will
have long been aware of the problem, he says.
It’s pretty simple, according to John Hughes, Toronto-based national leader for private enterprise at MNP — hire slow and fire
fast.
Having to relieve a CEO of their duties just months or a year
after they started can be a little embarrassing for the company. But
if the termination and its aftermath are handled respectfully, the
outside world will forget about it all pretty quickly.
SUCCESSION PLANNING |
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“Change is always constant. The average tenure of a CEO in that realized it had made a mistake with its CEO, but rather than
the public world might be three to five years. It’s not a big number. deal with it up front, many of the CEO duties were passed on
It’s not 10 to 20 years anymore, those days are long gone,” he says. to a slightly junior person, effectively rendering the actual leader
Steinberg agrees.
redundant.
“It’s not as big a deal as it used to be in the past. People change
“The CEO was just sitting around for a year. It created a bad
in those high-level positions all the time. It reflects worse
culture,” he says.
on the company if you don’t replace them. EveryThe dynamics become considerably more combody makes mistakes. That’s why there are
plicated, he notes, when the ill-fitting person is
headhunters,” he says.
a relative in a family-run company.
Steinberg recommends that the owner or
“That decision takes a lot longer to fix.
a small group of directors sit down with
There’s emotion involved and you can’t
the CEO and discuss the situation. It
make the cut right away. When you
likely won’t come as a surprise.
come to the realization that they’re a
“You usually have discussions with
bad choice (as CEO), there’s much
them, saying ‘this isn’t right for you. Do
more leeway in trying to let that peryou want to look around for something
son work it out. Usually the owner will
else?’ That’s as opposed to walking
step in and start taking some of those
them to the door,” he says.
decisions softly so it’s not ‘cut the perIn this age of instant information, Steinson off and fire your son,’ ” he says.
berg says it’s important to get the message
Gary Joseph, managing partner of MacJohn Hughes
out about changes at the top before any ruDonald & Partners, a Toronto-based fammours start flying around the office water cooler.
ily law firm, believes the succession process
MNP
He recommends telling the news to key vice-presishould be done internally in most instances, bedents and having them disseminate it to the staff.
cause candidates who have worked at a company for a
Just like in golf, where it’s important not to follow up a bad shot period of time know the corporate culture and have many of the
with a dumb one, it’s crucial not to rush when hiring the next necessary working relationships.
CEO and potentially repeating the mistake.
Nobody will waltz into the corner office and hit the ground runAn interim solution usually involves the owner, founder or ning immediately so they need to be given a reasonable time to get
another senior person stepping into the void on a temporary ba- a feel for their new responsibilities. Six months to a year is reasonsis until the selection committee can do its work. It’s also pos- able, he says, “unless they’re a total disaster.”
sible to outsource a CEO during the transition period through
Once the decision has been made to let the CEO go, Joseph
various organizations that essentially provide leaders on a temrecommends trying to persuade them to step
porary basis.
away from the position for the good of the
By taking that approach, you go
company. If they don’t want to do that,
back to the hiring process with
things start to get costly with severstricter criteria than used preance packages.
viously. If you didn’t use adviA CEO could have the best possory boards, accountants and
sible skill set — an understanding
lawyers the first time around,
of the supply chain, knowledge
now would be a good time.
of how to run a company, living
“Not every CEO is right
and breathing the industry —
for every company. It’s not
but if they don’t have the right
a disastrous scenario where
management style, they’ll be a
your company goes down with
bust.
the wrong CEO. You do lose
“If they annoy everybody below
momentum, bad decisions are
them, they won’t get the most out
made and your growth stalls,”
of them. The whole process is
Steinberg says.
about learning and making
He remembers one client of his
sure you don’t make the
same mistake twice.
You analyze why and
once you fix the problem, find the right person with the
right style,” Steinberg says.
Most companies want a leader to do three things
— set the corporate strategy, including what markets to target and how to succeed in them; hire the right people to execute
the strategy; and monitor the entire situation.

Change is always
“
constant. The average

tenure of a CEO in the public
world might be three to five
years. It’s not a big number. It’s
not 10 to 20 years anymore,
those days are long gone.

“
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“One of the ways to avoid CEO traps is to evaluate them along ing on the product. If the CEO was brought in to restructure, you’re
looking at three- to six-month window. You need to know the business
those three lines,” Hughes says.
When testing and interviewing for the next CEO, Hughes recom- objectives and why you hired the CEO in the first place.
“If you’re in Year 3 of a six-month turnaround, they might not be
mends getting plenty of feedback from the people who will be working alongside them. It may also help to do some testing for different the right person.”
There is no such thing as one-CEOtypes of personalities and emotional intelfits-all, he warns. The leader of a gigantic
ligence, to see which candidates have what
private company will have a very differthey’re looking for.
ent skill set and duties than the CEO of a
Past experience is also a key factor,
high-tech start-up.
but Hughes doesn’t believe in looking
“As a billion-dollar company, you’ve lost
at a candidate’s resumé and trying to
the day-to-day duties. You’re working on
predict if they’re ready to take the next
the next phase of the business. If you want
step. He wants to see them having taken
to grow 10 per cent, you need another $100
that step already.
million in revenue and that means your ac“If you want the CEO to double the size
tivities are going to be mergers and acquiof the company in the next five years, have
sitions and alliances. They’re big bets and
they done that before? Do they have that
you’re going global because Canada (isn’t
capability? The best CEOs are the ones who
David Steinberg
big enough) for a company that size to grow
have already done (what you want) and you
$100 million every year,” he says.
ask them to do it again,” he says.
Ernst & Young
The $50 million CEO, meanwhile, is
When a new CEO comes in it’s critical
that members of the board look at milestones, as it has to be clear what building their team. If they want to grow revenues by $10 million a
outcomes they want the CEO to achieve and over what time period. year, they’ll want to hire people who can accelerate that growth. The
Hughes recommends sitting down with the CEO on a regular basis — CEO of a start-up is preoccupied with finding money to fund the next
level of growth at their company, spending marketing dollars to get
say, every quarter — and measuring the success of those outcomes.
“It’s very clear if you set the expectations, then you can measure known, and monitoring cash flow on a regular — likely daily — basis.
“(The CEO) needs to understand the business and its stage of
how long the curve is. If you’re asking the CEO to develop a new product and get it to market, you need a one- to two-year cycle, depend- evolution,” he says.

“

It reflects worse on the
company if you don’t
replace them. Everybody
makes mistakes.
That’s why there are
headhunters.

“
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To prune or not to prune
Before selling your book of business,
what do you do with problem clients?
BY GRANT CAMERON
Every business has them — difficult clients who constantly complain and con-

sistently refuse to pay their bills on time.
These annoying bad apples rarely return phone calls — at least during regular working hours — and prefer instead to send text messages at all hours of
the night, demanding an immediate response. They create a disproportionate
amount of work and sap the energy from your employees.
When sprucing up a business for sale, then, it might seem like a good idea for
an owner to cull the deadbeats from the list. However, there appear to be two
schools of thought on such a practice. Some experts suggest cleaning up the client list prior to listing a business for sale, while others think it’s a bad idea.
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You shouldn’t just say, ‘OK, I’ve decided to sell my business
so I’m going to look at the client list and then cut some,’
because if you’re forecasting revenue and you’ve got a
forecast decrease you’d better have a good explanation
as to why you’ve lost or cut particular clients.
Patricia Harris
Fuller Landau Valuations
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Vivian Alterman, partner at ap Valuations in Toronto and
Ottawa, believes cutting bad clients loose is the right way to
go, because savvy potential purchasers will identify the slackers anyway when going through the financials of a business.
“If you’ve got a Metro or a Loblaws, those are great clients.
But if you’ve got John down the street then they won’t know
if they’re good or they’re bad clients,” she says. “If the clients
are C and D clients, those who are not paying their bills or are
demanding too much attention for the fees that they’re paying, it will just be a sign of impending trouble.”
Alterman says potential purchasers will closely examine the
accounts receivable. If clients haven’t paid for a while, or if
the list hasn’t been cleaned up, they will discount the revenue
they expect and adjust their purchase price for the business
accordingly.
The value of a business is in its future cash flow, she says,
so potential buyers will spend a long time looking at various
financial indicators such as bad debts that have been written
off, and which clients are responsible.
When deciding which clients to terminate, Alterman says a
business owner should do an analysis that compares the time
and energy spent on a client to the profit generated. Some clients might be low-profit because they negotiated low margins
when they were brought on board, she says, but some are high
maintenance simply because they require a lot of attention.
“If you’ve got a client with an abusive personality, if you’ve
got a client that is late on payments, if you’ve got a client
who at the last minute is giving you unrealistic problems, it
affects your ability to manage your business and takes more
time away from other clients.”

When cutting a client loose, Alterman says the best way
is to make it a quick, clean break, and don’t blame the client.
“It’s like dating,” she says. “When you want to break up
with someone, you want to say, ‘It’s me, not you,’ so you
use words like, ‘We’re not sure this is the right fit,’ or ‘I
know someone who could serve you better,’ and perhaps
refer them to someone who’s new in the business and hungry for work, and has the time and capacity to deal with
the client.”
However, Patricia Harris, a partner at Fuller Landau
Valuations in Toronto, says owners shouldn’t embark on a
wholesale cleanup of C and D clients just prior to putting
a business up for sale because it only will raise red flags for
potential purchasers.
“You shouldn’t just say, ‘OK, I’ve decided to sell my business so I’m going to look at the client list and then cut
some,’ because if you’re forecasting revenue and you’ve got
a forecast decrease you’d better have a good explanation as
to why you’ve lost or cut particular clients.”
If a client’s not paying, the owner of a business should
be addressing that well in advance of a sale, says Harris, a
forensic accountant and chartered business valuator.
“In terms of doing a cull right before you sell, it doesn’t
seem like it’s really normal practice or something that’s really advisable.”
Harris says business owners should always be on the lookout for bad clients so they can be weeded out along the
way, but never just prior to a sale.
“In my mind, as long as you’ve been doing this and look-
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increasing revenue to a new purchaser.
Merrick, who’s been in the financial industry for 23
years, notes there’s little upside to cutting clients, as it’s
expensive to acquire new clients and an owner must think
about how much they’ll gain over the years in revenue from
the client and also in possible referrals.
For example, he figures that for a public accountant a
typical corporate client stays with the account for 20 years.
If they’re paying $15,000 a year, the lifetime direct value of
a client is $300,000.
If, over a 20-year period the client refers the public accountant to one of their associates every four years, that
means the client is worth not only the $300,000 in direct
fees but also has a referral value of more than $1.5 million,
for a total lifetime value of $1.8 million.
Bill Northcote, partner and chair of Shibley Righton’s business law practice group in Toronto, says he sees no upside to a
business culling its client list immediately prior to a sale.
“I can’t recall a case where in the lead-up to a sale we
actually went through and culled the client list.”
Northcote, who’s been doing mergers and acquisitions for
33 years, says sellers would merely open themselves up to scrutiny and problems by chopping bad clients from the list.
“If you cull the customer list then you’re in a situation
of where you’ll have to explain to the purchaser when they
say, ‘Well, is Smith and Jones still a client?’ and you say,
‘Well, no, they’re not.’
“In that case, then they are going to say, ‘Well, we’re going to go back through the last three years and take those

“

ing at your clients on a regular basis, there should be no
reason just prior to a sale to go through over and above
what you’ve already been doing.”
A big danger of culling the list is that, even if the client
isn’t paying on time, they’re still producing revenue for the
business, says Harris.
“If somebody’s looking at buying your business they want
to see how big it is and one of the best ways to see how big
it is, is the revenue. They’ll look at profitability for sure but
by culling a client you’re going to have to have some good
explanations as to why you did so and why the company
who’s buying or the person that’s buying it won’t be able to
expect that revenue.”
Another issue, says Harris, is that a special purchaser
might be buying the business for the clients rather than the
business itself — the buyer believes they’ll be able to establish a better relationship with the clients and therefore
make more profit. Under that scenario, cutting the client
list would detract from the purchase price, she notes.
“It might be that, with economies of scale, they might be
able to make it overall more profitable.”
Peter Merrick, a trust and estate practitioner and president of MerrickWealth.com in Toronto, says business owners should think long and hard about cutting clients just
prior to a sale.
Culling the client list will not only hit revenues, making the business less attractive to a buyer, but a client that
might not be up to snuff at the moment could end up growing their business over the long term and therefore provide

I can’t recall a case where in the lead-up to a sale
we actually went through and culled the client list.
Bill Northcote
Shibley Righton
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numbers out from the EBITDA because we’re buying on
the assumption that there’s a book of business and there’s
a certain clientele.”
Northcote says when buying a business purchasers are more
interested in the EBITDA, or earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization, and not individual clients.
Depending on the industry, most purchasers are buying
businesses these days on a multiple of EBITDA, he says,
and will go through the financial statements and make adjustments based on things like whether the owner is being
paid or has excessive travel expenses.
The purchaser would look back through the books for the
last two or three years to get a complete financial picture

of the business, so it’s often too late to ditch underperforming clients, says Northcote, as they’re already embedded in
those financial results.
Typically, as a deal gets nearer to closing, Northcote says
buyers will ask for a list of the firm’s top 20 clients, or a list
of all clients whose revenue is more than perhaps five per
cent of the total, in order to satisfy themselves that those
relationships will be maintained.
“They would look at those in order to satisfy themselves
that those customers will continue with the purchaser, that
they’re not going to abandon the purchaser because they’re
a competitor or if there’s some personal animosity or something like that,” he says.
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The risk
of hanging
around
Firms need to establish rules
on senior partners’ succession
BY Geoff Kirbyson
It happens in firms of all sizes, and in all industries. Just like former snipers in hockey, partners can be
less productive as they grow older, and still rake in a disproportionate amount of income. But unlike
hockey, where the one-time leader can be dropped to the third line, traded or banished to the minors,
it can be a little more complicated in business, particularly when the partner has an ownership stake
in the firm.
If senior partners are still getting lots of power play time and big salaries, particularly if they haven’t
been earned, hard-working junior partners can get frustrated. Considering they’re the ones doing the
majority of the work in the corners and would be in high demand as potential free agents, it’s critical
for the long-term future of the firm that they don’t feel under-appreciated.
The first sign that a senior partner is no longer pulling their weight? They’re sitting at their desk, the
door is closed and they’re not out meeting clients and potential clients.
“If they want to continue to be a partner and receive partner revenue, then they have to contribute,”
says Gary Mitchell, a Vancouver-based lawyer and business coach.
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In many cases, partners in their 70s and even 80s are continuing to come into the office on a daily basis because their
identity is so tied up with their job that they aren’t able to cut
the ties.
Mitchell says he’s not one to criticize a senior partner who
would rather be in his office during his golden years than
spending time with his grandchildren, at the golf course or
travelling the world, but he will jump on a firm that doesn’t
deal with the situation from a business and strategic point of
view. Too many senior partners hanging on for too long and
not helping transition their clients to younger partners means
that when they leave – or die – there’s a good possibility the
up-and-comers have no relationship to follow up on, thus posing a serious threat to the financial sustainability of the firm.

“It’s all about relationships,” Mitchell says. “It’s not selling,
it’s not marketing. If you don’t have the opportunities for the
juniors to build the relationships, what happens then?”
Mitchell’s advice to senior partners is to engage the junior
associates and junior partners in client relationships so that
when the senior partner wants to retire, there is money coming
in from the younger set to help them cash out.
“The senior partners are so afraid they’re not going to get their
money out and they’re doing all the wrong things,” he says.
Not to worry if they put up a fuss and want to take their accounts
with them if they feel they’re being nudged aside, says Gary Katz,
an Ottawa-based partner at accounting firm Logan Katz. In most
cases, the firm will be better off without them because they weren’t
engaged in any nurturing or sharing of knowledge or wealth.
SUCCESSION PLANNING |
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“The problem with trying to transition somebody out who
isn’t ready is there’s no value to the practice. Nobody can buy
the book of business without a successful transition,” he says.
Katz also doesn’t believe in a senior partner selling his practice to a junior partner then continuing to work at the firm for
another year or two.
“They’re double-dipping. You bought the practice from them
and you’re paying them to do the work. The idea is to get them
out. You can’t pay somebody to leave and have them stick
around,” he says.
Forward-thinking firms will have a succession plan in place
years before individual partners reach the preconceived notion
of retirement age — age 65 — Katz says.
“It’s much more difficult to change the rules of the game
years down the road when somebody is in their 60s or 70s and
you think they should have (retired) by now,” he says.
There are two operational concepts of professional services
firms — the silo and the village. In the former, one person manages a group of people and there are very few cross-referrals.
“It’s eat what you kill,” Katz says. “The young people have
to make or break it. They contribute to overhead. There’s no
succession plan.”
The latter, on the other hand, identifies succession, niches,
moves people around to where they are strong and helps them
where they’re weak. Formal or informal rewards for cross-referrals nurture people through the system.
“If an organization is to thrive and survive adversity, you
have to have the village concept,” he says.

“

Many big firms have mandatory retirement by a certain age
documented in their partnership agreements. Katz and Dave
Logan, who founded their firm together, have a five-year written plan that stipulates that by the time they reach 65 years old
— Katz turns 58 in the fall — they’ll be out the door.
“The biggest problems in most professional services firms are
the older men and women who refuse to leave. They’re the
biggest impediment to young people thriving and growing the
firm,” he says.
Not every partner with grey hair needs to necessarily be put
out to pasture, says Colleen Gibb, a partner at Hamilton-based
accounting firm Gibb Widdis. Many of the firms with which
she works do not have agreements in place requiring retirement by a certain age. Some have set the age at 70, but are
already reviewing it.
“It all depends on the partner, the partner’s ability to continue to get work and bill and collect. It seems best to have an
agreement for all but the firm should be flexible to deal with
exceptions either way. For example, a 70-year-old who is still
bringing in a great deal of work for the firm and billing the
highest amount in his or her career should be asked to stay
and rewards put in place so a transition can begin to occur. A
60-year-old partner who is not performing and not attracting
clients should also be dealt with individually and a mutually
agreeable exit plan put into place,” she says.
In some cases, Gibb says particular ages have less meaning
than they did a generation or two ago.
“(Some) 60-year-old partners are just hitting their stride and

It’s never just one person serving
the client. If one person leaves, there’s
a team to back them up and make sure
the transition is seamless.
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John Hughes
MNP

seem to be at the highest billing capacity of their careers. They
also seem to be the ones working nights and weekends to ensure the firm is running smoothly and the work is getting done
on time,” she says.
Succession planning should be top of mind for all firms as
they need to find ways to transition clients to younger partners
so the work can be retained by the firm. Of course, this is much
easier said than done, she says.
“The larger the firm, the more the work is tied to the firm
and the smaller the firm, the more the work is tied to the individual. Marketing the firm instead of the (professional) from
the early days is a way to limit some of these issues,” she says.
John Hughes, Toronto-based national leader for private enterprise at MNP, agrees that the team approach is the most
popular and best way to go.
“It’s never just one person serving the client. If one person
leaves, there’s a team to back them up and make sure the transition is seamless,” he says.
Firms always run the risk that clients are going to fly the
coop but Hughes also recommends getting as big a share of
your clients’ wallet as possible to reduce the chances.
“We do more than just one service. We do tax work, accounting work, IT work. If you have an integrated service platform, you have a much better chance of keeping that client
when the partner transitions,” he says.
The reward for a career’s worth of service shouldn’t be a
kick to the curb, so Hughes recommends a meeting between
the outgoing partner and a group of directors or other part-

ners so that they can exit with dignity while still helping out
the firm.
“When somebody is ready to start to slow down, a discussion needs to be had about their personal objectives and what
the company is seeing. They might think they have five years
left but the company might think they have two left. Let’s get
a plan and get them on the right track,” he says.
In many cases, senior partners can continue to be ambassadors for the firm, often hired on a contract basis, and can
serve on boards of various companies.
“They can be a strong business ally in the future. There are
always ways to make the experience positive,” he says.
The performance of senior partners, just like CEOs, should
be measured periodically on specific objectives and expectations so both sides should be well aware whether somebody is
pulling their weight, Hughes says.
“You can avoid a lot of (awkwardness) if you’re frank and up
front. Pulling your weight implies that you’re part of a team.
If the team has expectations, there must be a team leader and
that person is responsible for setting accountability,” he says.
As just one of the many industries being impacted by the
ongoing departure of baby boomers from the workforce, this
is not a short-term issue. The country’s four major accounting
firms, plus the three mid-market firms just below them, have
about 5,000 partners, many of whom are moving towards retirement over the next decade or so.
“It will be the biggest transfer of partners in the larger firms,
ever,” says Hughes.

At Veracap M&A International we are experts in
developing succession plans for business owners
who are looking for a strategic buyer, a management
buyout or a private equity firm to help them take
chips off the table. We will show you how you can:
·
·
·
·

Determine the current value of your company
Build shareholder value in your company
Structure and finance a management buyout
Find qualified buyers or investors for your
company from around the world

Veracap M&A International has over 600 partners in
40 countries around the world. With a vast array of
experience, we can help you in creating a succession
plan and realizing shareholder value, regardless of the
industry you’re in.
Find out how Veracap M&A International can help you
develop your exit strategy.
Toronto
416.597.4500

Calgary
403.890.7355

Halifax
902.456.6065
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Inside out

When it comes to making a hire, cast the widest net
BY DONALEE MOULTON
For a succession plan to work, the best people must be in

place when new leadership is required to run the business. The
time to hire those people is well before they’re actually needed
to move into a key position. Experts agree that finding those
people means looking inward to existing staff and outward to
new people unknown to the company.
There’s strength in numbers, says Jordan Rodney, an employment lawyer and president of MaxPeoplePerform, a human
resources firm in Toronto.
“When you’re recruiting, you don’t want to hire from a
small talent pool,” says Rodney. “You want to cast your net
as far as possible.”
Not everyone will be pleased with the breadth and depth
of your search. Existing employees, in particular, may resent
being passed over for someone from the outside. It’s a natural reaction that employers should anticipate, and mitigate.
If the feelings fester, and especially if the organization gets
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a reputation for not promoting its people, the result may be
disgruntled employees who opt to look for work elsewhere.
“Those that wish to advance their career and be promoted
can become disengaged and may be at risk of leaving the
organization if they feel they are being passed over for promotion,” says Kim Brewer, director of talent management
with KPMG Canada in Toronto.
They may not be alone in their dissatisfaction.
“Staff who feel that their colleagues are being passed over for
promotion may feel the same disengagement and may also be
at risk of leaving,” Brewer adds.
Attracting talent from outside the organization is generally less fraught with perception problems regarding hiring
and promotion.
“It isn’t a common trend to see viable external candidates
avoiding applying for positions due to an organization’s reputation
for promoting from within. A culture of internal career advanceALL images BY istockphoto.com

“A culture of internal
career advancement often
makes an organization
more attractive.”
Kim Brewer
KPMG Canada
ment often makes an organization more attractive,” Brewer says.
In fact, it may be difficult for external candidates to even
reach a conclusion about internal promotion opportunities.
“You need inside knowledge to conclude that,” notes Rodney. However, he said, employers should be prepared to answer
one critical question. “If an employee is joining the company,
they will want to know what the growth opportunities are.”
In a job interview, they will ask about those opportunities.
But few candidates today will wait for an interview to find out
what they want to know about a prospective employer. They’ll
comb through the organization’s website looking for policies
related to hiring and promotion. They’ll read management bios
to see who has worked their way up through the firm, and they
will reach out to current and former employees via social media
to get details only those who work for a company will have.
“This is a retention and attraction issue,” says Shana French,
an employment lawyer with Sherrard Kuzz in Toronto. “People
are not going to go somewhere where they think their career
is going to die.”
For organizations, hiring from within or without is often a
matter of organizational culture, with pros and cons to each
approach. Successful employers recognize the investment they

have made in their current employees and they want to enhance their return on investment. On the other hand, employers also understand the need for fresh blood and new perspectives to keep their organization innovative and productive.
The key question is which approach best reflects the type of
enterprise you are and that you want to be.
“Balance is the best recipe for success,” says French.
Indeed, it is essential. Despite best intentions and even best
wishes, there may be no internal candidate that is a good fit for
an important job vacancy, and wishing will not make it so. Too
often in succession planning, Rodney notes, “companies look
at their current staff and try to fit them into positions. That
is a mistake. You need to look at current structure and future
structure. You can’t force people into boxes.”
While it is important to recognize how employees may react
if they feel their employer passes over internal candidates for
key jobs, hiring from outside the current employee roster can
also send a positive and important message to staff. When a
new employee is seen to be accomplished and qualified, employees may strive harder to be seen as equally talented.
“When you cast your net wide, you raise the bar in performance,” Rodney says.
SUCCESSION PLANNING |
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Two factors take centre stage when it comes to reassuring
staff they are valued even when outside hires are selected
over internal candidates. From the outset, openness in the
hiring process is essential.
“The first step in transparency is to post the role so that internal staff can understand the competencies and experience
required to be successful in the role,” notes Brewer.
For new job opportunities, including those central to
an effective succession plan, employers should announce
the opening and encourage interested individuals to speak
with their managers or someone in the HR department.
When individuals are qualified, they can be honestly encouraged to compete. When they aren’t qualified, they
need to understand why.
“Be open about what competencies and experience they
require, and put a plan in action to allow them to gain the
competencies and experiences required to obtain the role in
the future,” says Brewer.
A sense of obligation, camaraderie, or even friendship may
motivate managers to lead internal candidates, even inadvertently, into thinking they have a shot at a job that is outside
their grasp. This is a slippery and dangerous slope. Ultimately,
no one wins.
“The worst thing companies can do is encourage internal
candidates to apply but not really intend to hire them,” says
Rodney. “Explain to staff what they need to be the successful
candidate down the road.”
If you opt not to post the job internally at all, in the knowledge there are no qualified candidates, it’s crucial to discuss
this frankly with staff to demonstrate the reasonableness of
the decision. For example, if an accounting designation is
necessary for the new role and no employee has it, potential
candidates and their colleagues will understand why an outside search was the only viable option. To make this insight
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less fractious, offer to help interested employees obtain their accounting designation over time.
The second critical factor in creating a more positive response to any
new hire is ensuring a fair hiring process is in place. Openness plays a role
here as well.
“Any time you have a competition, it is
important to demonstrate the objective criteria under which you conducted that competition,” says French. “Without transparent
communication, those who are not promoted can easily conclude that the bar is too
high or that they belong to an organization
that will not promote from within.”
Document the steps in the hiring process so that it will be seen to be fair and
unbiased. For example, it is important
to ensure all candidates have access to
the same information about the role
and that interviews are structured to
remove biases.
“You can do this by asking each candidate the same set of questions, scoring the questions on a scale, having
multiple interviewers, and ensuring all
interview questions are relevant to the
job criteria,” says Brewer.
Outside of ensuring the process meets legal
requirements, employers have free rein to hire
whomever they choose.
“There is no law that would require an employer
to prefer internal candidates and no limit on who
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they choose to hire, so long as they do not breach human rights
legislation,” says Stuart Rudner, a founding partner of Rudner
MacDonald, a boutique law firm in Toronto specializing in employment law.
Union contracts and company policies may also constrain
hiring options. The latter are optional and companies will want
to ensure any hiring-related policies have flexibility built in. For
instance, while stating that preference is given to internal candidates may boost morale, it may also not be the best approach
to running a company or putting a succession plan in place.
French recommends softening the promise with language like
“at the employer’s discretion.”
“Think forward when implementing a policy like this,” she
says. “If you feel the need to make the commitment to your
internal team, give yourself some leeway.”
Ultimately, most employees are looking for a place where they
can grow and develop, and promotion is one aspect. However, if
moving up the ladder isn’t an option, employers can provide other
opportunities. Lateral moves are often an excellent way to bring
new ideas to the company while enhancing employees’ skills.
“You’re rounding out their background,” notes Rodney.
“You’re giving them depth instead of breadth.”
Developing a mentoring program is also an excellent way to
reaffirm your commitment to existing staff while developing the
skill set your organization will need down the road.
“It buys you time to develop people, but it also says you are
willing to invest in people,” Rodney says. “That option will keep
people engaged in an organization.”
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Building a better partnership
Clearly defined roles and goals mapped from the outset guide the way
BY CHRISTOPHER GULY
So a buddy and you are having a beer in a bar and talk about
buying a business. You both agree it’s a great opportunity to
work together and make some money.
But if you want to preserve your friendship, you might want
to temper the excitement with a healthy dose of reality, cautions Bob Tosh, a partner with private enterprise services firm
MNP LLP.
“If I was going into business with somebody, the absolute
number one thing I would insist on having in place is a clearly
defined and comprehensive shareholder or partnership agreement that outlines rules on who can be a partner, and that
includes a succession strategy and what happens when there
is a death, divorce, disagreement or dissolution. If you want
to leave, do you have to sell your position to the other original
partner or can you sell to someone else that either or both of
you don’t know?”
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“It’s really important that anyone who gets into business together knows how to get out of it. An exit strategy has to be
part of the agreement because circumstances change and it’s
not always going to be as it was when it was first set out.”
Jerry Cukier, managing partner at chartered professional
accounting firm Crowe Soberman, says the downfall of many
partnerships is the absence of a written agreement that clearly
defines roles, responsibilities and realistic goals.
“If you’re going to make it work, you not only have to put
things down in writing, but you should also look for outside
advice — lawyers, accountants, business and investment advisors, insurance brokers —anybody who can give you insight
into all aspects of the business you’ll be owning and perhaps
running,” he explains.
Another consideration is to determine the type of partnership. Will both partners be active, or does one partner
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have the right
skill set to run the
business, while the other
partner is silent and provides the
bulk of the initial investment?
“You both also have to share the same vision,
mission and values, and be on the same page in terms
of where you want to take this business,” says Tosh, who
works as business advisor in MNP’s farm management consulting
group. “Farmers might form a partnership to gain an economic advantage in the marketplace or operate as a joint venture. But it would
be based on the basic principle of two people coming together to seek
mutual economic gain.”
Having a formal agreement in place also becomes more important
when a partnership expands. For instance, Tosh is helping a law firm
do just that. When it started, the firm
had four partners who didn’t think it
necessary to formalize their arrangement on paper. But now the firm has
doubled in size and the eight partners
need that formality, he explains.
“Consider a sports analogy: if the
initial four partners played tennis
and knew the rules, you can’t play
tennis with eight people and have
to play a different game with differ-

ent rules. That’s why you have to be able to revisit and adapt and
change as your situation or circumstances change.”
Determining with whom you want to partner is equally as
important as figuring out the type of partnership and its rules.
Is it someone who has a certain expertise, business experience or
money that you don’t have? Or is it a close friend or family member? The familiarity at the front end in the latter scenario could
lead to problems in the future if the partnership isn’t properly outlined in writing, Tosh cautions.
“If it begins as an informal verbal arrangement, you will likely ruin a relationship,” he says. “Most people forget the formality until it’s too late, and
it’s almost impossible to write an agreement once you disagree.”
Regardless of any personal relationships, he advises that two or more
people thinking about forming a partnership need to clearly state, in writing, such important details as: who
will lead the business; how decisions
will be made; and what happens when
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If it b e g in s a s a n in fo
a rr a n g e m e n t, yo u w rm a l ve rb a l
il l
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p
th e fo rm a li ty u n ti l it e o p le fo rg e t
’s
it ’s a lm o st im p o ss ib to o la te , a n d
le
a g re e m e n t o n ce yo u to w ri te a n
d is a g re e.
Bob Tosh
MNP

“

a partner leaves (i.e., are they paid out at once, or through
instalments over time?).
“It’s like a prenuptial agreement,” says Tosh. “You might not
think you will break up during the honeymoon period, but you
need to have something in writing in case the business-marriage ends.”
While opposites attract is a concept that sometimes works
in intimate relationships, it can also apply to business partnerships — to a certain degree.
“Certain personality types simply want to get along and be
on the same page with whomever they’re working, so partnering with someone opposite in personality is probably not a good
idea,” Tosh says.
But he adds that forming a partnership with someone
“who fills in the gaps” without going to “extremes” might
be a good idea.
“By that I mean different skill sets where one partner
might be better at people management and the other is good
with numbers.”
Cukier suggests that would-be partners consider entering
into a business alliance as if they were getting married.
“Will you be able to live with that partner down the road,
and will there be roles for both of you in the business?”
He explains that a business marriage has a good chance
of succeeding if the partners have different jobs that don’t
overlap.
“Someone strong in sales teaming up with someone with
experience in finance, administration or ac-
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counting could potentially be a great partnership. But it would
be tough if all you’re doing is duplicating skills, because it could
become a matter of ‘I’ll do it my way and you do it your way’
and nothing ever gets accomplished.”
Cukier says that partners must recognize their strengths and
weaknesses and use that information as a guide to building a
workable business alliance at the outset. Yet few partners do
this type of due diligence, according to Tosh.
“The biggest problem they have is at the front end with the
lack of formality in their agreements — and you see that when
cracks appear and they realize somewhat too late to get things
in place,” he says.
“It’s usually sparked when partners want to take a different direction, which typically happens after they reach the
age of 50 and wonder if they’re still on the same page with
each other. Or it could be the result of a desire to retire or
illness, and the question arises as to whether a family member can replace them.”
“Before you reach a legal agreement, you need to have a
moral agreement on your shared vision, mission and values
that guides your day-to-day behaviour and which you should
regularly revisit. The equally important legal agreement is to
deal with issues that might arise.”
Tosh notes the one exception to the formality rule he has
seen involves spousal partnerships.
“A lot of husband and wife partners are very strong and their
informality can be seen as a strength, because their business is
less bureaucratic and less ponderous.”
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